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The problem is similar to that presented by the employees' bonus cases, for both concern employment policies. The latter, however, are usually offered as "an inducement to continuous service and loyalty." No criticism can be made of the result reached in the instant case, but the cases relied on are those involving gifts to friends, relatives, and charitable institutions. It would have been more accurate had the court recognized that it was dealing with an employment problem arising from a clash between the corporation's labor policy and the depression, so as to have founded its decision on the cases dealing with the relation between corporations and their employees, such as the workmen's bonus and benefit cases.

McB. Fleming-Jones.

Evidence—Admissibility of Secondary Evidence of Collateral Writing.

In a recent North Carolina case, the defendant was tried for the murder of an employee of A corporation. There was evidence that the defendant had made threats against the employees of B corporation, and secondary evidence was offered to prove the contents of a writing merging the corporations. Held: Secondary evidence of the writing is admissible, since the matter is collateral.

A slight majority of the North Carolina cases admit secondary evidence of the contents of a writing where they are collateral to...
the issue. A minority use the same reasoning, bolstered with the makeshift that "the rule that parol evidence cannot be allowed as to the contents of a written instrument applies only in actions between the parties to the writing." This, as Wigmore has shown, is a confusion of two exceptions to two separate rules—the exception to the "Best Evidence" rule allowing secondary evidence where the terms of the writing sought to be proven are collateral to the case, and the exception to the "Parol Evidence" rule allowing parol evidence to contradict, vary, or add to the terms of a written instrument when the suit is not between the parties to the instrument.

This confusion has no important practical effect, however, for the theory of the admissibility of secondary evidence of collateral writings seems flexible enough to justify the reception of such evidence without the mistaken application of the exception to the "Parol Evidence" rule.

JAMES O. MOORE.
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